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Abstract
The network representation used for conveying an application’s objective in cloud environments, which we refer to as
the Application Network Interface (ANI), has steadily evolved
— from packet to flow and flowlet, and more complex abstractions such as coflow. In this paper, we argue that state-ofthe-art ANIs still fail to capture important application needs.
Using distributed deep learning as a representative application, we show that application performance achievable using
current ANIs are up to 25% lower than optimal. We analyze
these ANIs to understand the missing pieces and put forward
CadentFlow, an ANI with per-flow metrics and an optimization objective, to capture application requirements effectively.
We discuss the opportunity for real-world implementation of
a more expressive ANI and its implications on the design of
network controllers and scheduling algorithms.
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Introduction

A key goal of data center networks is to enable peak application performance. To achieve this, it is necessary to translate
the application’s high-level performance needs or application
objective to network-level requirements that are actionable
for a network controller. This objective is expressed to the
controller through a representation that we refer to as the Application Network Interface (ANI). The expressiveness of the
ANI can affect application performance significantly.
ANIs and the flexibility they offer have evolved over
time. The earliest congestion control and traffic engineering schemes focused on simple proxies for application performance at packet level — throughput, per-packet delay,
and jitter. Rate Control Protocol [14] made a step towards
application-level performance goals with flow as the ANI
and emphasis on Flow Completion Time (FCT) or the time
of arrival of the last packet. Another leap towards an ANI
that captures the requirements of cloud applications was the
coflow [8]. Inspired by cloud applications such as MapReduce,
coflow considers a set of parallel flows within an application
as a single entity where the FCT of the last flow determines
the performance. This enables scheduling schemes to borrow
bandwidth from lighter flows in the coflow to speed up the
heavier flows, thereby improving coflow completion time.
We observe that even the coflow abstraction is insufficient
to support requirements of today’s sophisticated applications.
Applications such as distributed deep learning and interactive
analytics have a complex interplay of communication and
computation at the participating nodes. In this scenario, not
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all flows within a coflow are equivalent from the perspective
of the application. Depending on the nature of computation,
the application may benefit by finishing some flows sooner
than others within a coflow. For example, multiple parameters
are exchanged between the parameter servers and a worker in
distributed deep learning. These parameters are consumed at
different times based on the underlying computational model
in frameworks such as TensorFlow. Hence, the iteration time
can be improved significantly when the relative priorities of
flows (parameter transfers) are made known to the network
controller. Different applications may have other dependencies that require metrics such as relative weights or deadlines.
More importantly, an application may have an explicit optimization objective different from minimizing the completion
time that cannot be conveyed through current ANIs.
In this paper, we argue that it is an opportune moment for
narrowing the gap between application objective and its network representation through a more expressive ANI for cloud
applications. The stringent performance needs of cloud applications coupled with the opportunity to extract fine-grained
application characteristics using sophisticated learning techniques inspire us to rethink cloud ANI design. First, we analyze several cloud applications to understand communication
patterns that are not captured by current ANIs. Second, we
quantify the performance benefits achievable with a more expressive ANI in a popular application, distributed deep learning. We show that iteration time in deep learning training
can be improved by up to 25% using additional information
made available through CadentFlow. In a shared network
environment, the improvements increase further up to 46%.
Finally, we put forward an application objective-aware ANI
and discuss its implication for cloud systems design.
We propose CadentFlow, an ANI whose semantics include
component flows of an application with associated per-flow
metrics, and an optimization objective for capturing the application objective. Finally, we discuss several research directions including (i) Extraction of CadentFlow attributes which
requires analysis of applications’ models or learning-based
inference. (ii) Redesign of network controllers with novel
scheduling algorithms that can leverage the richer semantics of CadentFlow, and (iii) In-network implementation of
CadentFlow-aware scheduling using programmable switches.

2

Motivation

In this section, we demonstrate the need for rethinking ANI
in the cloud environment by (a) illustrating shortcomings of
state-of-the-art ANIs and (b) examining distributed applications that can benefit from an improved ANI.
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Figure 1: Importance of understanding application objective: (a) Coflow with two component flows. f1 and f2 (size 500Mb each) share a
1Gbps bottleneck link. (b) Computation model at C has 3 operations, c1 , c2 , and c3 with dependencies between flows and computations as
shown. Each computation operation takes 0.5s to execute. Completion times with (c) coflow completion time-optimized transfers and (d)
application objective-based optimization for transfers.

2.1

The application perspective

In large-scale cloud applications, network transfers involving multiple concurrent flows account for > 50% of the job
completion time [10]. State-of-the-art coflow abstraction [8],
which considers the correlated flows as a single entity, is proving insufficient for capturing application requirements due to
complex relationship between flows in emerging applications.
For example, consider the simple coflow in Figure 1a with
two flows of equal size: f1 and f2 . The computation at node
C has 3 tasks with dependencies shown in Figure 1b. The
application completion time with coflow optimization is 2.5s
while the optimal time with f1 prioritized (based on computation in succeeding stage) is 2s. While this simple example can
be solved by splitting the single coflow into two ( f1 only, f2
only) and adding dependency between them similar to multistage DAG scheduling in Aalo [9], this approach cannot be
generalized to several applications such as DNN training.
Coflow ANI has several limitations. First, coflow completion time (CCT) is used as a proxy for application performance or job completion time. However, as we show in § 4.2.1
with deep learning workloads, a lower CCT may not always
correlate with a lower job completion time and may even hurt
performance. Thus, an application may have other explicit
objectives and finer-grained preferences that cannot be captured by FCT/CCT. Second, coflow dependencies cannot be
determined apriori in certain systems (e.g., graph processing
systems operating on time-evolving graphs). Third, some applications may prefer weighting across flows instead of strict
ordering enforced by a DAG (e.g., stream processing systems).
Fourth, in multi-application environments, significant performance benefits can be achieved with deadlines (§ 4.2.2), a
benefit not achievable with a DAG used in coflows.
While prior work has considered inter-flow relationships [3,
5, 8–11] and deadlines [19, 37] in the cloud, the set of objectives handled by the network controller has been limited. Inter-coflow scheduling schemes [9–11], even those
which are information-agnostic [3, 38], primarily focus on
a single objective, minimization of mean CCT, which may
not always be a good proxy for application performance.

Flexible packet scheduling in the network [25] is also limited to simple schemes such as FIFO and SJF. Moreover,
application-level order enforcement independently at each
edge [3, 16, 17, 21, 29] is not sufficient since flows originating
at multiple edge nodes often need to be coordinated.

2.2

Which applications will benefit?

We analyze different families of advanced data flow systems
to understand their requirements.
Distributed Deep Learning: This involves iterative computation with multiple workers and Parameter Servers (PSs).
The parameters, updated at the end of each iteration, are acted
upon by the worker nodes at different time instances determined by the underlying computational model in frameworks
such as TensorFlow [2] and PyTorch [28]. In this case, the iteration time can be improved by prioritizing parameter transfers
in the order in which they are consumed [16, 17, 21, 29].
Partition-Aggregation: In online services such as Web page
delivery and search query responses, a request is partitioned
across multiple workers and the response aggregated by the
front-end server/proxy is often sent back to the user before
the complete response is available. In this scenario, the application can benefit by prioritizing those flows which are
critical to the response. For example, a web proxy waiting
for components in a web page can choose to delay fetching a
large image. While application-level solutions exist [27, 36],
a controller with visibility into multiple such applications can
further improve performance across them (similar to § 4.2.2).
Graph Processing Systems: In graph processing systems [6,
7, 24], a graph is partitioned across multiple nodes which process vertices in a sequence and exchange the results of computation after each iteration. This can be accelerated by prioritizing flows corresponding to vertices that need to be processed
first. In systems which handle time-evolving graphs [15, 20],
these priorities may change over time.
Interactive Analytics: Big data systems analyzing real-time
low-latency queries (e.g., Naiad [26]) incorporate explicit
application deadlines on each stage of the data flow. This
provides opportunity for accelerating/slowing down the net-

work transfers based on deadlines. In stream processing systems [4, 23, 34] with load balancing across parallel components, the end-to-end performance may be improved by
weighting the flows according to application preferences.
Thus, in a variety of scenarios, awareness of application objective and dependencies between network flows and computation can help in prioritizing/accelerating those flows which
are critical to the application. The coflow abstraction is sufficient when the application has hard barriers after each
stage [12, 33]. However, several common distributed applications have more complex workflows, inspiring us to rethink
the network interface for cloud applications.

dividual flows. This provides additional scheduling flexibility.
The objective is minimizing maximum delay subject to deadlines for all flows. This representation improves flexibility by
allowing delayed scheduling of flows with flexible deadlines
(as shown in § 4(b)). (ii) Partition-Aggregation: In Web page
delivery, priorities can be set based on rendering preferences.
The objective is minimizing completion time subject to prioritized transfers. (iii) Graph processing systems: Weights used
as metrics for load-balancing, objective is minimize completion time subject to weighted transfers. (iv) Naiad (interactive
analytics): Deadline is the metric and minimization of sum of
delays with respect to deadline is the objective.

3

4

Application Objective-Aware ANI

Analyzing a wide range of cloud applications, we identify
two essential features missing in state-of-art ANIs.
Missing pieces in current ANIs: The first missing piece is
a means for explicitly conveying application’s objective. In
addition to minimization of coflow completion time, applications may have other performance objectives such as maximizing an application-specific utility in terms of per-flow
completion time and bandwidth. Hence, we argue that the
optimization objective should be an explicit part of the ANI.
The second deficiency in state-of-the-art ANIs is the inability to represent complex dependencies across flows (beyond
membership in a set defined by coflows). Dependencies across
coflows have been considered with inter-coflow DAGS [9,35].
However, in practice, dependencies may take several forms
(weighted splitting of bandwidth among component flows,
deadlines per flow, etc.).
Defining CadentFlow: A CadentFlow is a set of correlated
flows between a collection of machines with an applicationlevel optimization objective denoted by Γ and a set of tagged
flows. Each component flow, fi , has an associated list of
tags, where each tag is a tuple with metric type and metric value. Ti = (ti1 , mi1 ), .., (tik , mik ). We propose weights,
deadlines, and priorities as preliminary candidate metrics
for denoting the inter-dependencies between flows. As applications and their requirements evolve, more metrics may
be added to this set. A CadentFlow can be represented as:
CF = {{( fi , Ti ), ( f2 , T2 ), ....., ( fn , Tn )}, Γ}.
CadentFlow Representation of Applications: We present
CadentFlow representations of applications discussed in § 2.2.
(i) Distributed deep learning: There are two possible representations for DNN training. (a) Frameworks such as TensorFlow
provide application-level DAG with inter-dependencies between communication and computation. This information can
be used to determine priorities of flows, and the objective
will be minimizing completion time of last flow, subject to
scheduling based on priorities. (b) Since, DNN training is
an iterative process, we can estimate the time required by
computation operations in a given system. Combining this
information with the DAG, deadlines can be estimated for in-

Experiments

We quantify benefits achievable with CadentFlow using distributed deep learning as a representative application.

4.1

Methodology

Workload: We test deep learning workloads using TensorFlow under two scenarios: training and inference. In training,
during each iteration workers (each with an identical copy of
the model) send parameter updates to the Parameter Servers
(PS). PS aggregates the changes and returns the updated parameters to all workers. In inference, the inference agents read
the parameters from the servers and run the inference. This
captures the online inference scenario where agents (separate
from the workers and Parameter Servers) read the latest version of parameters during reinforcement learning and serve
inference queries. We test 11 popular Neural network models
(including [18, 22, 30–32]) using [1] on TensorFlow 1.8 using
the standard batch size for each model.
Estimating metrics: The TensorFlow computational model
is a DAG with dependencies between computation and communication operations/parameter transfers. Given a hardware
configuration, computation in DNN training and inference
workloads is highly predictable. In every iteration, since batch
size of input remains constant, time taken by each computation operation in the DAG can be accurately estimated. Hence,
total computation before a communication operation can be
estimated accurately with a few initial runs. Also, the model
at all workers is identical.
DNN Training has two phases: (a) forward pass (FP) where
latest parameters are read from PS and loss function is computed, and (b) backpropagation (BP) where parameters are
updated and sent to PS. Thus, we have two CadentFlows (FP
and BP) in one iteration of training. In the FP CadentFlow
(PS to workers), all flows have the same estimated start time
at 0, i.e., all parameters are ready for transfer at PS at the
beginning of a new iteration. However, not all parameters are
consumed at the same time (e.g., parameters of layer 1 are
used before layer 2 during computation). Hence, the deadline
of a parameter is estimated as the total computation time before the read operation of that parameter. Thus, parameters

of initial layers have earlier deadlines. In the BP CadentFlow
(workers to PS), the estimated start time is computed as the
total computation time before the parameter is ready to be
sent to the PS. Parameters are updated in the reverse order of
layers in DNN. Thus, parameters of earlier layers in the DNN
have later start times. All flows share the same deadline determined by the end of computation. The inference workload
only has forward pass and hence a single CadentFlow with
deadline estimation similar to training forward pass.
Note that the deadline estimation depends only on the DAG
and not on the available bandwidth. Thus, the deadlines represent the preferences of the application and the flexibility
available between flows from the computation perspective.
We evaluate the workloads under two scenarios: CadentFlow with flow metrics as (a) priorities and (b) deadlines.
The TensorFlow computational DAG is available through an
API. We estimate priorities based on position of parameter
reads and updates in the DAG. We estimate deadlines by tracing TensorFlow runs. We collect the runtime information on
Standard NC6 virtual machines (6 cores, 56 GB RAM, 1 X
Nvidia K80 GPU with 12GB RAM) in Azure. We run the
same model 10 times on a single machine to measure time
taken by an operation. We estimate the deadlines using DAG
structure and mean time taken by each computation operation.
Control Schemes: In our experiments, we test 3 schemes:
(i) TCP simulated with max-min fair sharing across flows
sharing a link, (ii) Coflow scheduling using Minimum Allocation for Desired Duration (MADD) used in Varys [11]
where lighter flows are allocated a lower bandwidth in such a
manner that all flows in a coflow finish at the same time, (iii)
CadentFlow scheduling where flows are transferred based on
priorities/deadline estimated from the TensorFlow model. For
a fair comparison, we assume that the baseline TCP connection transfers the parameters in the best possible order from a
given node. This baseline is similar to node-level prioritization (similar to [3]) without inter-node considerations.
Using runtime estimates in the previous step and a network
controller, we simulate the network schemes under multiple
configurations (1 to 16 PS/workers and 1/10 Gbps NIC). For
Coflow and CadentFlow scheduling, the centralized controller
can make globally optimal decisions and enforce them at the
edge. We evaluate performance benefits achievable with a
single active application as well as multiple applications.
Application Simulation: We measure two metrics on the
distributed deep learning application: the iteration time and
the CCT flexibility ratio. The iteration time is the time taken
by one complete iteration composed of computation time
(empirically estimated) and communication time (evaluated
using the three control schemes in our network simulator).
In the training workload, this includes the computation in
forward pass, backpropagation phase, and two CadentFlows
(FP and BP). In the inference workload this is composed of
one CadentFlow for fetching parameters from the servers and
the inference computation. We assume that all the workers

have identical computation time, i. e., no stragglers.
We introduce CCT flexibility ratio to measure the flexibility available in flow scheduling with deadlines as flow metrics.
CadentFlow deadlines may be higher than the best possible
completion time. This allows the network controller to delay
some flows without affecting application performance and use
the saved bandwidth for other applications with tighter deadlines. We measure this flexibility using CCT flexibility ratio,
defined as the ratio of the time available until the last deadline in a CadentFlow (max feasible CCT) to the minimum
CCT achievable for that CadentFlow in the given network.
For example, at t = 10s, a new CadentFlow arrives with last
deadline as 40s with the best possible transfer time of 15s
(ending at 10 + 15 = 25s), CCT flexibility ratio is 40−10
15 = 2.

4.2

Results

We present results on training and inference workloads across
the three control schemes in an environment with 10Gbps
network. The conclusions were also verified with 1Gbps.
4.2.1

Single Application

To understand the differences between control schemes, we
first conduct experiments with a single active application in
the network. The iteration time of coflow optimized scheme
(MADD) and the CadentFlow optimized scheme are compared with the TCP baseline in Figures 2(a,c) and 3(a). Lower
iteration time implies better performance. The iteration time
results are the same with both priority-based and deadlinebased CadentFlow optimization, with a maximum reduction
in iteration time of 25% (ResNet-v1-200 with 8 W, 8 PS).
We note that Coflow scheduling may result in worse performance than TCP in some cases. For example, the iteration
time on CifarNet is 11% higher with coflow optimization
compared to TCP in a system with 8 workers and 8 PS. This
is due to the coflow scheduling mechanism that delays smaller
transfers to accelerate large transfers. This hurts transfers of
small parameters in earlier layers of DNN. Note that the CCT
is same for both Coflow and CadentFlow optimizations in
this scenario. However, application iteration time is lower
for CadentFlow optimization. Also, CadentFlow optimization
performs at least as good as TCP in all tested scenarios.
With deadline-based Cadentflow, we can also obtain CCT
flexibility (ability to delay flows until deadline without affecting iteration time) as seen in Figures 2 (b,d) and 3 (b). In
some models, we obtain both improvement in iteration time
and high CCT flexibility (e.g., Inception-v3 with 20% lower
iteration time and 9.5% of added flexibility in coflow completion times). The flexibility depends on the ratio of time
taken by computation and communication in various models. There is higher flexibility in computation-heavy models,
giving opportunity to delay transfers.
In the inference workload (Figure 3), coflow optimization
leads to significant performance degradation (up to 68.5%
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Figure 4: (a) 12 servers of rack 1 connected to switch S2 runs
application instance A1 . 12 servers of rack 2 connected to switch
S3 runs instance A2 . Out of 12 servers in rack 3, 4 servers belong
to A1 and 4 to A2 . (b) Performance improvement achievable with
efficient overlap of multiple jobs in a shared network environment
with deadline-based CadentFlow.
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Figure 2: (a) Coflow and CadentFlow optimizations plotted relative
to TCP. Lower iteration time is better. (b) CCT flexibility shows
the window of flexible time available for scheduling with respect to
minimum Coflow Completion Time for deadline-based CadentFlow.
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Figure 3: Inference workload (16 workers, 16 Parameter Servers)
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increase in iteration time compared to TCP in ResNet-v1101). However, CadentFlow performance is comparable to
that of TCP with significant flexibility in flow scheduling
across many networks.

Multiple Applications

With deadline-based CadentFlow, we demonstrate benefits
of CCT flexibility by running two applications in a shared
network (Figure 4(b)). We run two jobs corresponding to the
same DNN model across three racks, where one rack is dedicated to each application (12 servers) and one rack is shared
(4 nodes each in a rack per application). The fair-share for
each application in the shared link S1 -S4 is 30 Gbps while
the bandwidth requirement is 40GBps. CCT flexibility allows
us to schedule flows in a manner that maximizes 40GBps

allocation to each application instance. In Figure 4(b), we
compare the three control schemes in this multi-app environment normalized with respect to the iteration time with
CadentFlow scheduling when only a single app is active. We
observe that CadentFlow scheduling has the best performance
across all models due to the flexibility provided by deadlines.
Coflow scheduling can result in up to 46.3% higher iteration
time (as in ResNet-v2-50) since deadline information is not
available for flexible allocation. Since deadline information is
necessary for accruing these benefits, even a DAG of coflows
cannot provide this performance improvement.
In summary, we make the following observations:
• Flow-level priorities/deadlines in CadentFlow allow optimizing performance by up to 25% (a significant improvement for long-running DNN workloads).
• Deadline-based CadentFlow can improve network-wide
performance (up to 46%) by providing increased flexibility.
• Coflow optimization can hurt application performance
when there are complex dependencies. In such cases, falling
back on TCP should be preferred.

5

Discussion

Preliminary experiments show that current ANIs are insufficient for representing requirements of emerging applications.
However, a more expressive ANI like CadentFlow raises several challenges.
Extracting the application objective: While application
DAG is easily available for deep learning workloads, determining flow metrics and application objectives can be cumbersome for most applications. Do we need application developers to express their network requirements more explicitly? Alternatively, are machine learning-based frameworks
that learn and adapt the deadlines/priorities/weights based on
application performance more suited in this context? Systemlevel cues such as reads and writes to disk/memory may help
in deriving deadlines/priorities based on application behavior.
Recent advances in flow prediction [13] are encouraging for
the possibility of learning finer grained network characteristics of applications. As application requirements become
more stringent and resource usage more heavy, how can we
express the relationship between computation and communication across multiple nodes more effectively? Is CadentFlow
a complete ANI? If not, what are the missing features that
we need to add to a comprehensive ANI? CadentFlow considers flows as the basic unit. Are there applications that need
metrics at packet level or flowlet level instead of flow level?
Application Objective-Awareness in Network Scheduling:
An ANI which captures application objectives more effectively opens avenue for design of resource allocation schemes
that can handle diverse objectives and constraints. Some of the
challenges include defining fairness across applications with
varied objectives (beyond CCT) and handling coexistence of
CadentFlows with regular TCP connections. A more difficult
scenario involves coexistence of applications with conflicting objectives. How can we ensure fairness when multiple
application objectives are incompatible? Scheduling under
limited information is also an interesting problem to tackle.
While our experiments focused on a single application with
explicit knowledge of flow sizes and priorities, in practice,
one or more of these factors may be unknown. How can we
extend scheduling schemes to handle probabilistic estimates
of flow metrics while also accounting for accuracy of metrics?
Application-Aware Network Control Implementation:
An enhanced API that supports multiple objectives and novel
scheduling schemes can be implemented in a wide range of
settings: in-host implementation at the edge, using traditional
network hardware with limited number of priority queues, using programmable network switches with higher flexibility, or
a combination of host and network devices. Implementation
challenges include extracting/learning application network
requirements in real-time across distributed hosts, making and
propagating decisions across network elements in a timely
fashion, determining overheads involved in delaying flows
(such as buffer overheads, location for buffering, etc.)
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